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This essay examines depictions of translation in three novels by contemporary
translingual writers: Andreï Makine’s Le testament français (1995), Michael
Idov’s Ground Up (2009) and Olga Grjasnowa’s Der Russe ist einer, der
Birken liebt (2013). All three authors are native speakers of Russian who
write literary works in a non-native language and thus belong to a growing
number of translingual writers from the Russian Federation and the former
Soviet Union. In each of the selected novels the narrator-protagonist is an
immigrant who reflects upon the translingual condition, i.e. the practical
and existential challenges of speaking, writing and living in a non-native
language. Translation is intrinsic to the plots, characterization and themes
of these novels, all of which depict language-switching in various contexts.
The Russian protagonist of Makine’s Le testament français writes in French
and resorts to the subterfuge of a pseudotranslation in order to get his
books accepted by a Paris publisher. Idov’s Ground Up chronicles the
business failure of a Viennese-style café in New York along with the
narrator’s failure to realize the cosmopolitan ideal that it embodies.
Grjasnowa’s Der Russe ist einer, der Birken liebt portrays the challenges
faced by a polyglot interpreter who aims for professional mobility in a
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globalized world. In each of the novels, translation is associated with
performance and deception, serving also as a metaphor for translingual
experience. Drawing on Alexander Beecroft’s concept of ecologies of
literature – in particular, vernacular, cosmopolitan, national and global
literary ecologies – the analysis considers how these novels depict
translation and circulation in various contexts, including everyday
communication, business ventures and literary markets. I argue the fictional
characters’ ideals and approaches to language-switching can be understood
in terms of vernacular, cosmopolitan and global modes.

Russian literature has held a prominent place in the western literary canon
ever since the late nineteenth century, when the novels of Ivan Turgenev,
Fyodor Dostoevsky and Lev Tolstoy were translated into other European
languages. The Russian language qualifies for cosmopolitan status in that it
is ‘a single literary language… used over a large territorial range and
through a long period of time’ (Beecroft 2015, 34). Although its significance
as a lingua franca has diminished somewhat since the fall of the Berlin Wall
and subsequent collapse of the Soviet Union (De Swaan 2010, 58), over a
hundred million people still speak Russian, as either a native or acquired
language (De Swaan 2010, 57).
The international playing field of literature is uneven, however. ‘The literary

inequality of languages,’ Pascale Casanova argues, ‘gives rise, at least in part,
to the inequality faced by participants in the world literary game’ (2004, 133).
It is therefore interesting to consider the relative status of Russian vis-à-vis
English, French and German today. Abram De Swaan classifies Russian as
one of thirteen ‘supercentral languages’ in the world, used for international
as well as local communication (2010, 57).1 Johan Heilbron views English
as ‘hyper-central’ to the world system of translation (2000, 14), while
French, German and Russian are each seen to play ‘a central role, although
their share is significantly smaller than that of English’ (14). With regard to
world literature, Alexander Beecroft notes:

There are few other languages that might rival English and French as global litera-

tures, given the political and economic power, demographic weight and geographic
breadth they possess; however, each of their major rivals (Chinese, Spanish, Hindi,
Arabic, Russian) participates in a global circulation of some kind, as do a very few

other literatures under more limited circumstances. (Beecroft 2008, 99)

Whether and how globalization might be reconfiguring the rules of ‘the world
literary game’ remains an open question. Yasemin Yildiz argues globalization
‘produces a new framework… in which languages circulate, change, and
accrue meaning’ (2012, 109). Although Russian is no longer a language

1 The others are
Arabic, Chinese,
English, French,
German, Hindi,
Japanese, Malay,
Portuguese, Spanish,
Swahili and Turkish
(De Swaan 2010, 57).
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with an empire, we can discern a new development in Russian literature since
the turn of the millennium: a new generation of Russian-speaking émigrés
have won recognition for literary works written in languages that are not
native to them.2

In this essay I will examine three novels from this emerging translingual
corpus: Andreï Makine’s Le Testament français (1995), written in French,
Michael Idov’sGround Up (2009), written in English, and Olga Grjasnowa’s
Der Russe ist einer, der Birken liebt (2013), written in German. While Idov’s
potential audience is larger in English than in Russian, Makine’s switch from
Russian to French and Grjasnowa’s switch from Russian to German cannot
be explained by an aspiration to reach a larger readership, nor would their
chances of being translated into other languages have been significantly
lower had they written their novels in Russian.3 Refraining, however, from
speculation on the reasons these particular authors may have had for switch-
ing languages, I will consider what the novels say about negotiating the
uneven territory between languages and literary markets.
In each of these novels the narrator-protagonist is an immigrant who reflects

upon the translingual condition, i.e. the practical and existential challenges of
speaking, writing and living in a non-native language. Translation is intrinsic
to the plots, characterization and themes of these novels, which all depict strat-
egies for switching languages. The analysis will draw on Beecroft’s concepts of
vernacular, cosmopolitan, national and global ecologies of literature.

Vernacular, cosmopolitan and global literatures

Beecroft describes the ways in which literatures interact with readers in terms
of six different ecologies: epichoric, panchoric, cosmopolitan, vernacular,
national and global (2015, 33–36). By viewing literatures in this way, he high-
lights the conditions in which authors compete for readers and recognition
(17). My analysis will take as its conceptual starting point four of Beecroft’s
literary ecologies: cosmopolitan, vernacular, national and global.
Cosmopolitan literature lays claim to universality through the use of a

single literary language employed throughout a large geographical territory
(Beecroft 2015, 34). Vernacular literature develops, according to Beecroft,
within the context of and in competition with a cosmopolitan literature
‘when sufficient cultural resources accumulate behind some version of a
locally spoken language to allow for its use for literary purposes’ (34).
While cosmopolitan literature aims to transcend the limitations of the verna-
cular, the vernacular seeks to convey something that cannot be expressed in a
lingua franca. In this way, cosmopolitan and vernacular are ‘unstable, over-
lapping categories’ (Stephanides and Karayanni 2015, xiii) that ‘should not

2 A number of
contemporary
authors originally
from Russia or the
Soviet Union have
published fiction and
poetry in other
languages, e.g.
English, Finnish,
French, German,
Hebrew and Swedish.
See Wanner (2011).
3 According to
UNESCO’s Index
Translationum
database, English
tops the list of
original languages for
published
translations of books,
followed by French,
German and Russian
in descending order.
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be thought of as opposites but as two modes – or vectors – of literary worldli-
ness that may interact, merge or contest each other’ (Helgesson 2018, 2).
With the emergence of nation-states in Europe, a national literary ecology

grew out of the vernacular one (Beecroft 2015, 35). This ecology presupposes
a one-to-one correspondence between nation and language, giving rise to the
‘monolingual paradigm’ identified by Yildiz. As Beecroft notes, the national-
literature ecology ‘tends to forget works whose origins belie this congruence
between nation and language, as well as works written in the cosmopolitan
language after the emergence of the vernacular and works that do not suit
the narrative of national history’ (2015, 35–36). Many contemporary
works of translingual fiction, including those discussed in this essay, call
into question this assumed congruence.
Beecroft concludes his monograph on ecologies of world literature with a

consideration of ‘a hypothetical future ecology’ of global literature (243).
He poses the question: ‘What is the literary environment of the world like
today, and how might currently existing trends, or unpredictable future
ones, transform that environment?’ (243). The necessarily tentative answers
include a narrative structure that Beecroft calls the ‘plot of globalization’
involving ‘the use of multistrand narration to convey on a formal level our
interconnected and polycentric world’ (36). Beecroft argues:

The national-literature model is now clearly inadequate, both because a number of
languages and their literatures transcend national borders, and because the de-cen-
tring of the nation-state brought about by contemporary global capitalism alters lit-

erary circulation. As such, we may begin to imagine what might reasonably be
termed a global literature. This category, still more conjectural than real, consists
of literatures whose linguistic reach transcends national, even continental,

borders. (Beecroft 2008, 98)

In what follows, I will consider how depictions of multilingualism and trans-
lation in the selected novels embody assumptions and approaches associated
with these different ecologies. I will argue that the vernacular and national
modes predominate in Makine’s novel, that a cosmopolitan ideal drives the
plot of Idov’s novel, and that Grjasnowa’s novel reflects the global mode out-
lined by Beecroft.

Andreï Makine’s French Testament

As Brian Baer’s study Translation and the Making of Modern Russian Litera-
ture (2016) shows, foreign languages and translation have shaped the devel-
opment of Russian literature in significant ways ever since its medieval
inception. ‘To examine a nation’s literature through the lens of translation,’
Baer writes, ‘is to interrogate the continued investment of literary studies in
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Romantic nationalism and to challenge the imperative to monolingualize cul-
tures’ (14). Transcending this monolingual paradigm can prove tricky for con-
temporary Russian authors due to a view, still prevalent in Russia, of the
national literature as inextricably tied to the national language. Contempor-
ary translingual Russian authors are sometimes greeted with skepticism, if
not ignored entirely, by Russian critics.
Makine’s novel Le Testament français is an interesting case in point. It won

the prestigious Prix Goncourt and the Prix Médicis in France in 1995 and gar-
nered international critical acclaim. Yet, as AdrianWanner recounts, ‘The few
critical appraisals… to appear in Russian journals were mostly negative, and
the sporadic mentions of his other works in the Russian press have generally
been ill informed and dismissive’ (2011, 25). In the eyes of many Russian
critics, Makine committed a transgression by not writing the novel in his
mother-tongue. The strikingly different receptions of Makine’s work in
Russia and abroad, respectively, are curiously illustrated by two reviews of
Le Testament français by Tatiana Tolstaya. In the Russian journal Znamia,
Tolstaya accuses Makine of packaging clichés of Russianness for western con-
sumption, while in the New York Review of Books she praises Makine’s
mastery of the French language and depiction of Russian culture.4

The novel tells the story of a boy, Alyosha, who grows up in the Soviet
Union in the 1960s and 1970s and learns the French language from his
French grandmother. The themes of bilingualism and translation are promi-
nent in the novel.5 Long before Alyosha sets foot in France, he comes to
know and love French culture. For him, France was

essentially a bookish country, a country composed of words, whose rivers flowed
like lines of verse, whose women wept in alexandrines and whose men quarreled

in broadsides. That was how we discovered France as children, through its literary
life, its verbal substance, shaped into a sonnet and honed by an author. (Makine
1995, 228)

Because of his foreign background and bilingualism, Alyosha is viewed as an
outsider by his peers, and this in turn shapes his sense of identity: ‘it is at
moments… when I find myself between two languages, that I believe I can
see and feel more intensely than ever’ (189). Alyosha emigrates as an adult
to France in the 1980s, where, after years of struggle, he becomes a published
writer.
One passage describes his visit to a Paris bookshop, where he finds his early

novels shelved between those of Lermontov and Nabokov. Although
Alyosha’s last name is not stated, alphabetical order implies that it begins
with the letter M, which would give him the same initials as the author,
thus inviting a biographical reading. Alyosha recounts how his novels came
to be published:

4 For discussions of
Tolstaya’s reviews,
see Wanner (2011,
26–27); Wachtel
(2006, 146–149).

5 Both themes are
discussed in Wanner
(2011, 29–38). For
an overview of the
novel, see Hansen
(2011).
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Il s’agissait, de ma part, d’une mystification littéraire pure et simple. Car ces livres
avaient été écrits directement en français et refusés par les éditeurs: j’étais «un

drôle de Russe qui se mettait à écrire en français». Dans un geste de désespoir,
j’avais inventé alors un traducteur et envoyé le manuscrit en le présentant comme
traduit du russe. Il avait été accepté, publié et salué pour la qualité de la traduction.

Je me disais, d’abord avec amertume, plus tard avec les sourire, que ma malédiction
franco-russe était toujours là. Seulement si, enfant, j’étais obligé de dissimuler la
greffe française, à présent c’était ma russité qui devenait répréhensible. (Makine

1995, 282)
All of this was the result of a literary mystification on my part, pure and simple. For
the books had been composed directly in French and rejected by editors, who con-

sidered me “a funny Russian who thought he could write in French.” In a desperate
gesture, I had then invented a translator and submitted a manuscript, presenting it as
a translation from the Russian. It had been accepted, published and commended for
the quality of the translation. I told myself, first with bitterness, later with a smile,

that my Franco-Russian curse was still with me. The only difference was that as a
child, I was forced to hide my French graft, while now it was my Russianness that
was unacceptable.

The above passage recalls the experience of Makine himself, whose first
manuscripts were rejected by editors. It was only after he falsely presented
his novels as French translations from Russian that they were accepted
(Nazarova 2005, 18–19).
As the Index Translationum published by UNESCO indicates, Russian lit-

erature does not lack prestige on the western literary market (UNESCO n.d.).
Yet it is arguably not the status of Russian itself that has accorded a number of
Russian works a place in the canon, but, rather, consecrating translations of
them into other prominent literary languages, such as English and French. As
Casanova observes:

Translation is the foremost example of a particular type of consecration in the lit-

erary world. Its true nature as a form of literary recognition… goes unrecognized
on account of its apparent neutrality. Nonetheless it constitutes the principal
means of access to the literary world for all writers outside the center. Translation

is the major prize and weapon in international literary competition (Casanova
2004, 133)

The logic of the national literary ecology seems to require the intermediary
step of translation in order to reach readers beyond the confines of the
mother-tongue and national borders. Translation provides safe passage
from one language into another, confirming as it does the integrity of both
the source and target languages and, in some cases, established hierarchies
between them. When the fictional character Alyosha, like the real author
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Makine, bypassed the need for translation by writing directly in French, dis-
belief on the part of editors required ‘a literary mystification’ in the form of a
falsification of a non-existent Russian original. Thus, Makine and his prota-
gonist Alyosha both succeed as translingual writers by playing to the Schleier-
machian assumption that authentic writing can be done only in the mother-
tongue.
Walkowitz uses the term ‘preemptive translation’ to denote a strategic

choice on the part of an author to write in a dominant language, thus preclud-
ing the need for translation. She writes:

Some writers have tried to mitigate the need for translation by choosing to write in a

dominant language, if they can. We could call this strategy preemptive translation.
This is in some ways an old strategy. Late Medieval and early modern European
writers often circulated their work both in Latin and in vernacular languages in

order to reach secular as well as clerical audiences… From the perspective of the
past, it is in some ways a misnomer to call this practice translation or even
preemptive translation since it is a relatively recent assumption that one’s writing

language and one’s speaking language would naturally be the same. (Walkowitz
2015, 11)

Walkowitz notes several examples of preemptive translation in contemporary
literature, such as the work of Elif Shafak, who chose English over Turkish as
her literary language, and Milan Kundera, who switched from Czech to
French after emigrating from Czechoslovakia to France in 1975. Makine
could be added to this list, but the preemptive strategy seems to have backfired
in his case. Having preempted translation by writing directly in French, rather
than his native Russian, Makine was required to fake the existence of a source
text, thereby turning his manuscript into what Gideon Toury calls a
pseudotranslation:

Being persons-in-the-culture themselves, producers of texts, translators included,
tend to be aware of the positions translations and translators, as well as the
activity of translation as such, are allotted in the culture and the functions they

may fulfil. This awareness is often accompanied by, and finds its expression in
certain behavioural patterns, including textual-linguistic features. On occasion,
one may decide to manipulate this awareness, put it to active use and offer
texts, often even actually compose them, as if they were translations. From the

point of view of the culture that hosts them, the resulting texts, these pseudotran-
slations… are really on a par with genuine translations. What is activated here is
the Source-Text Postulate: i.e. the tacit agreement that for every assumed trans-

lation, a corresponding text in another language/culture must have existed.
(Toury 2012, 47)
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Toury notes a number of different circumstances – professional, political,
commercial, sociocultural – that have prompted authors to disguise their fic-
tional works as translations. Regardless of the reason, Toury writes,

the decision to disguise a text as a translation always implies a deliberate act of sub-
ordination, namely, to a culture which is considered prestigious, important, or domi-
nant in some way. An attempt is thereby made to impart to the new text part of the

prestige of the ‘donating’ culture as it is seen in the eyes of the persons-in-the-‘dom-
estic’-culture, as a way of directing, even manipulating, the reception of the new
work by its intended audience. (Toury 2012, 50)

The fictional Alyosha, like the real author Makine, encounters difficulty in
crossing the Iron Curtain into the French literary market in the late twentieth
century. A direct, non-mediated switch of literary language from Russian to
French challenged the premises of the monolingual, national-literature
ecology, which sorts languages into discrete vernacular and national cat-
egories. Makine’s manuscript (like Aloysha’s fictional one) thus required the
subterfuge of a pseudotranslation in order to have a chance of getting pub-
lished and becoming recognized in France.

Michael Idov’s cosmopolitan café

Translation is associated with falsification in different ways in Idov’s novel
Ground Up (2009), often to humorous effect. The narrator-protagonist
Mark Scharf has moved to New York City from the Midwest, where he
grew up in a Russian-Jewish immigrant family. Together with his wife Nina
Liau he opens a café inspired by one in Vienna that they had visited on
their honeymoon. They seek to import a nostalgic idea of cosmopolitan Euro-
pean coffeehouses to New York City:

A real belle epoque Viennese café… a sunlit expanse of marble tabletops and many-
antlered coatracks, loud as a railway station. That’s what it would be, in a way, a
terminal of the intellect, always in tremulous flux. (Idov 2009, 42)

Multilingualism is part and parcel of this cosmopolitan vision and several pas-
sages in the novel highlight language-switching. For example, Mark imagines
the new café as ‘humming with gallery gossip and multilingual verbal spar-
ring’ (99) and recounts that one of the owners of the café in Vienna
‘hopped between Austrian German, passable Russian acquired in his Czech
childhood, and a version of Italian that I was in no position to evaluate but
that sounded perfectly functional’ (35). Mark’s own multilingualism is less
functional, however, as he acquired only a ‘pallid second-generation copy
of Russian’ (8), despite his parents’ best efforts, which included forcing him
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to read Russian-language books as a child (even, illogically, Russian trans-
lations of works by the American O. Henry). Nevertheless, he begins translat-
ing at an early age and remembers ‘spending grades five through seven
translating Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s The Rime of the Ancient Mariner
into Russian’ (20). One stanza of this translation is reproduced in translitera-
tion with a footnote providing non-Russophone readers with a clue to the
source text: ‘Voda means water, which should be enough to identify the
passage’ (20).6

Mark’s translation cannot be said to rival a more elegant rendering from
1919 by the well-known poet Nikolai Gumilev,7 but his incomplete mastery
of his native language is precisely the point in this passage. For a boy
growing up in the American Midwest, Russian was a vernacular of limited
use; as an adult, however, Mark discovers he can capitalize on it. The narra-
tive repeatedly associates his Russian skills with deception. For example,
Mark earns ‘a quick $300’ by interpreting for a Slovenian émigré in court.
He confesses to the reader, ‘I don’t happen to speak Slovenian, but figured
its hisses and whistles ran close enough to Russian’ (25). As a major in
Russian studies at Northwestern University, he recounts:

All I needed to do was to feign cluelessness in the beginning, and slowly phase in

expertise as semesters ticked by. Ironically, as a result of speaking less and less to
my now embarrassing parents, my Russian kept steadily disintegrating; by senior
year, I spoke it at the level of, well, someone about to graduate with a Russian
studies degree from Northwestern. (Idov 2009, 21)

As Natasha Lvovich observes, translingual characters are frequently depicted
as tricksters, who switch not only languages, but also names and identities,
thereby associating translingualism with the qualities of ‘duality, ambiva-
lence, and liminality’ (1997, 119). An element of shapeshifting appears also
in the spelling of the author’s first name on the covers of the English
(Michael) and Russian (Mikhail) versions of the novel.8

The idea of identity as something assumed and performed at will is empha-
sized in the novel’s opening, which depicts the dinner party at which the idea
of opening a coffeehouse is born:

The evening was an unrelieved success. If it were a play, Nina would have received a
standing ovation. In a way, a play it was: we had put on a small-scale pageant – a

piece of dinner theater starring ourselves as a couple remarkably like ourselves,
with a few crucial differences. (Idov 2009, 3)

The guests, as well, are described as performers: one is a ‘performalist’ (5);
another is ‘all tics and shtick’ (5) and speaks at one point in a ‘stage
whisper’ (6); another is a musician who arrives directly from a gig carrying

6 ‘Voda, voda vezde,
no pust /Nash tryum,
i sohnet snast’. / Voda
vezde, no k toi vode /
Ustami i pripast’’
(Idov 2009, 20).
7 Gumilev’s
translation of this
stanza reads: ‘Вода,
вода, одна вода. / Но
чан лежит вверх
дном; / Вода, вода,
одна вода, / Мы
ничего не пьем.’

8 For a discussion of
Idov’s self-
translation, entitled
Kofemolka, see
Wanner (2013).
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an amplifier. Throughout the novel, performing, like translation, is associ-
ated with inauthenticity. The word ‘passing’ appears repeatedly in the
sense of pretending to belong to a group, as do ‘false,’ ‘fake,’ ‘faux’ and
‘pseudo.’
Nina and Mark name the café after a seventeenth-century historical figure,

Georg Franz Kolschitzky, who is credited with opening Vienna’s first café,
purportedly with coffee beans confiscated from retreating Ottoman Turks –
a detail for which Mark admires him: ‘Part Paul Revere, part Johnny Apple-
seed, and part McDonald’s founder Ray Kroc, he was hero as trickster as
looter as entrepreneur. I liked him’ (50). Mark and Nina finance their
venture by borrowing on the equity of their apartment, which is owned by
Nina’s mother. In order to conceal this fact, Mark makes up a story about
writing a book:

In an alternate universe, which had branched off from ours sometime that past June,
I was writing a book… called Kolschitzky: The Rogue Who Changed Europe. Not
only was I writing the thing, I had sold it for a six-figure advance. Part of which we

then, in a fit of whimsy, invested in a real-life café. (Idov 2009, 172)

Mark’s rationale for this ruse recalls Walkowitz’s concept of preemptive
translation: ‘It was an original advertisement for the upcoming book! It was
an art stunt! It was preemptive defictionalization!’ (Idov 2009, 172).
Instead of writing a book, however, Mark reviews books forNew Yorkmaga-
zine – an occupation similar to that of literary translator in that it is freelance,
part-time, sporadic, poorly renumerated and often viewed as secondary in
importance to literature itself.
Similar to his own ‘preemptive defictionalization,’ Mark observes that his

friend Vic Fioretti’s mediocre music ‘showed sustained mastery of only one
thing, namely pre-empting criticism by making you unsure which criteria to
apply’ (119). While Fioretti ultimately achieves success, Mark’s ‘preemptive
defictionalization’ fails to fool his mother-in-law.
The café, too, fails financially, and a review in New York deals the death

blow by criticizing the café for inauthenticity:

Kolschitzky, a Viennese-themed coffeehouse on the Lower East Side, joins…
several other businesses whose M.O. is to pretend that the industrialization of
the American service sector never happened… They are, essentially, art projects,

existing outside of – sometimes, in direct opposition to – economic reality. (Idov
2009, 258)

Economic viability thus trumps the cosmopolitan ideal. Ironically, Mark and
Nina attempt to realize this ideal in a neighbourhood that is ‘practically
synonymous with immigration’ (51). Although Mark views the Lower East
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Side as ‘the most European-feeling neighborhood in New York’ (56), the nar-
rative reveals it to be cosmopolitan in another, less Eurocentric way, with
immigrants from the Middle East and the Caribbean as well as from
Europe. New York City is represented as a multilingual cosmopolis in an
early passage of the novel depicting the New York City Marathon, during
which Mark volunteers for the ‘mini-Babel’ of the interpreter team (26). His
claim to language proficiency here reveals an attitude harking back to the
Soviet era: ‘I picked Russian and Polish, not because I knew Polish but
because Poles should know Russian’ (27). The dominant status of Russian
within the Eastern Bloc is also hinted at in the following exchange between
Mark and his Latvian cleaner ‘I gave her a ‘Labrit’ (Good morning),
fizzing, as usual, with mediated imperial guilt for her compatriots long
forced to say ‘Dobroe utro’ to mine’ (37).
Idov’s novel thus calls into question the cosmopolitan ideal that drives its

plot. In his effort to transplant a bygone Central European milieu to the
Lower East Side, Mark neglects the contemporary multilingual, cosmopolitan
world that surrounds him. It is interesting in this regard that one of the many
acts of translation depicted in the novel takes place in Mark’s phone conver-
sations with his parents in the Midwest:

I generally tried to keep my parents as ill-informed of my daily existence as possible,
not because they wouldn’t approve, but because their strange accumulation of
experience (three decades in the USSR followed by three more in rural Indiana)
left them without any useful points of reference as far as New York was concerned.

Everything from ‘I’m fine’ onward needed a footnote, and some things were
altogether inexplicable… Whenever I spoke to my parents, and found myself
having to translate the subtleties of our ecosystem into rough Midwestern terms, I

felt the delicate reasoning that held it all together, the Great Manhattan Social Con-
tract that assigned outsize value to some phenomena and trashed others, fall apart.
(Idov 2009, 114–115)

This passage highlights a sense of untranslatability of cosmopolitan experi-
ence into a vernacular frame of reference. Mark fails at this, just as he fails
to transplant his idea of a cosmopolitan Viennese coffeehouse to the Lower
East Side.

Olga Grjasnowa’s global citizen

While Idov portrays a striving for the cosmopolitan as comical and ultimately
inviable, Grjasnowa depicts a striving for the global as the only viable option.
Translation is central to her novelDer Russe ist einer, der Birken liebt (2013).
The young narrator-protagonist Maria Kogan works as an interpreter in
Frankfurt and later Tel Aviv. Like Grjasnowa (who was born in Baku,
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spent her childhood in the Caucasus and emigrated to Germany at the age of
twelve), the narrator is transnational and translingual, a non-native speaker of
German who has acquired fluency in the language and everyday life of
Germany. The narrative often draws the reader’s attention to the qualities
of words and the multiple languages in the narrator’s environment. Prominent
within the setting are the accessories of language study, such as ‘Vokabellis-
ten, Karteikarten und Wörterbücher, die ich von A bis Z auswendig lernte’
(Grjasnowa 2013, 12) / ‘vocabulary lists, flash cards, and dictionaries that I
memorized from A to Z’ (Grjasnowa 2014, 6). The narrative also shows
Maria doing simultaneous translation in her head, in passages such as the fol-
lowing: ‘Im Hintergrund lief das Radio. Ich übersetzte die Nachrichten simul-
tan ins Englische, die Werbung ins Französische.’ (2013, 14) / ‘A radio was on
in the background. I translated the news simultaneously into English, the ads
into French.’ (2014, 9).
Like Idov, Grjasnowa draws connections between speaking a foreign

language and performing an assumed role. This appears for the first of
many times in the opening chapter, where the narrator explains that she
made quiche for dinner:

weil ich das Wort Quiche für meinen Sprachgebrauch anprobieren wollte. Als wäre

ich eine französische Schauspielerin, die eine französische Hausfrau spielte, die ihren
französischen Liebhaber erwartet, der als Invalide aus dem Krieg zurückkehrt, und
die für ihn eine Quiche bäckt und nicht weiß, welches seiner Gliedmaßen er verloren
hat. Quiche lag gut auf meiner Zunge, und ich mochte ihr grammatikalisches Ges-

chlecht. (Grjasnowa 2013, 11)
because I wanted to try out the word quiche for my vocabulary. As if I were a French
actress playing a French housewife awaiting her French lover, who was returning

from the war an invalid, and she is baking a quiche for him, not knowing
which limb he’s lost. Quiche rolled nicely off my tongue. La quiche. (Grjasnowa
2014, 5–6)

The narrative often draws attention to which language is being spoken and
how, through comments and reflections on vocabulary and grammar (e.g.
2013, 72). Maria’s multilingualism is likewise highlighted; she speaks not
only German, but also Azerbaijani, Russian, French, English, Italian and
Arabic. She has taken courses in Spanish and Polish, as well as master’s pro-
grammes in interpretation and Arabic (2013, 31) with the ambition of
working for the United Nations. The presence of these various languages in
the narrator’s everyday life and consciousness is conveyed in the novel by iso-
lated foreign words and phrases in the otherwise German text. Other
languages spoken in the narrative (though not by the narrator) are Hebrew
(2013, 161), Turkish (2013, 57), Yiddish (2013, 77), and Greek, Persian
and Armenian (2013, 220). Arabic is described as being spoken in different
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dialects (e.g. Lebanese, Egyptian). Maria is repeatedly depicted at work in an
interpreters’ booth.
Similar to Beecroft’s observation of the frequency of the ‘plot of globaliza-

tion’within the global literary ecology, Walkowitz notes that a focus on trans-
lation is characteristic of many prominent works of literature from recent
years:

These world-shaped fictions are also world-themed. They present collaborative pro-
jects and private undertakings that operate between or across sovereign states. Char-
acters take part in transnational activities such as humanitarian aid, undocumented
labor, wartime emigration, architectural design, concert performance, corporate

finance, maritime trade, and scientific research. Because characters travel across
nations and continents, the novels are saturated by translation, in both explicit
and implicit ways. Many feature translators and scenes of translation or intended

translation. (Walkowitz 2015, 122)

Grjasnowa’s novel is a good illustration of this tendency, ‘saturated’ as it is by
the theme of translation. In the process, it explores experiences related to
migration and travel, including immigration offices and expired visas.
Throughout, the narrative contradicts traditional conceptions of language,
ethnicity and citizenship, as these categories rarely match up in the expected
ways. When one of Maria’s professors expresses regret that she did not
become multilingual earlier in life, she offers the following scathing critique
of the professor’s worldview:

Sein Multikulturalismus fand in Kongresshallen, Konferenzgebäuden und teuren
Hotels statt. Integration war für ihn die Forderung nach weniger Kopftüchern und

mehr Haut, die Suche nach einem exklusiven Wein oder einem ungewöhnlichen Rei-
seziel. (Grjasnowa 2013, 33)
He sponsored foster children in Africa and India. His multiculturalism took place in

congress halls, convention centers, and expensive hotels. To him integration meant
demanding fewer hijabs and more skin, hunting for exclusive wines and exotic travel
destinations. (Grjasnowa 2014, 31)

Maria expresses distaste for the labels ‘immigrant background’ and ‘postmi-
grant’ (2013, 12). Although she aspires to a career as a UN interpreter, she
describes the presence of NGOs, the UN and the European Union in the
Middle East as ‘Die reinste Parade der neuen Kolonisierung’ (2013, 260) /
‘A parade of the new colonialism’ (2014, 297). In the novel’s penultimate
chapter, she voices skepticism about traditional identity markers when
asked, toward the end of the novel, what she believes in. The brief conversa-
tion goes like this:
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“An was glaubst du?”, fragte er.
“An nichts.”

“Gott?”
“Nein.”
“Kultur?”

“Auch nicht.”
“Nation?”
“Weißt du, in meiner Kindheit gab es einen gepackten Koffer zu Hause, für den

Fall der Fälle. . . .”
“Oh, Anspielungen!”
(Grjasnowa 2013, 276)

“What do you believe in?” he asked.
“Nothing.”
“God?”
“No.”

“Culture?”
“Nope.”
“Nation?”

“You know, when I was a kid everyone kept a packed suitcase. Precautionary
measure…”

“OK, I got the hint!”

(Grjasnowa 2014, 314–315)

Sheldon Pollock argues ‘the choice between the global and the local, whether
in literary culture or in the organization of power, may now find some kind of
resolution in the blunt refusal to choose from among the alternatives, a refusal
that can be performable in practice however difficult to articulate in theory’
(2000, 624). In responding with negations to the questions in the above
passage, Maria can be seen to perform the resolution outlined by Pollock,
defying categorization in terms of religion, culture and nation. Grjasnowa’s
novel thus refuses ‘to match language to geography,’ to borrow Walkowitz’s
words. Mobility is depicted here as multidirectional, and the fictional world is,
to a greater extent than Makine’s Paris or Idov’s New York, multilingual,
decentered and global.

Conclusion

If it is true, as Pollock argues, that cosmopolitanism strives ‘to ensure that
texts could circulate across a cultural space and time thought of as endless’
(2000, 606), these novels by Makine, Idov and Grjasnowa suggest that hier-
archies of languages continue to pose obstacles to circulation. Translation is
intrinsic to these fictional portraits of immigrants who switch languages
and struggle to overcome the limitations of the vernacular in a variety of
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contexts, ranging from everyday communication to the literary market. The
strategies they employ to surmount obstacles are informed variously by verna-
cular, national, cosmopolitan and global ideals.
The authors’ biographies reflect how the situation for Russian émigré

writers, as well as for the circulation of their works, has changed in recent
decades. Makine (born 1957) belongs to the so-called third wave of
Russian émigré writers, having sought political asylum in France in 1987.9

In order to publish his work, he engaged in pseudotranslation, disguising
his Francophone novels as translations from fictitious Russian source texts.
Idov and Grjasnowa belong to the fourth wave: Idov (born 1976) emigrated
from Latvia to the United States as a teenager in 1992, while Grjasnowa (born
1984) emigrated from Azerbaijan to Germany as a child in 1996 (Wanner
2014, 282). Although Idov’s novel contains comic depictions of linguistic
deception, his standing in both of his literary languages – English and
Russian – has led him to engage in self-translation, rather than pseudotransla-
tion; in 2010 he published a Russian version of Ground Up, entitled Kofe-
molka.10 Idov has a presence on the domestic Russian literary scene: he was
for a period editor-in-chief of the Russian edition of the magazine GQ and
currently writes screenplays for television and films in Russian. Emigration
no longer necessarily implies a one-way ticket, and multilingualism has argu-
ably become more visible in some parts of the world today – a reality high-
lighted in Grjasnowa’s novel. Since the success of Der Russe ist einer, der
Birken liebt, Grjasnowa has published two more novels in German.11

Translingual fiction reflects the increased visibility of multilingualism in
both literature and the real world these days. By portraying the activity of
translation as well as drawing attention to languages and hierarchies
between them, the three novels examined here prompt readers to reflect on
the circulations – whether unidirectional, bidirectional or multidirectional –
of people, languages and literature.
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